Meridian Winds

Quality Repair and Restoration Services for All Band Instruments Since 1984

Over 43 years of experience | All repairs guaranteed | Free estimates | Trade references provided upon request

Tenon Rebuilding
Oboe Upper Joint Tenon
Oboe Bell Tenon

ABS
$95
$100

Blackwood
$100
$120

Greenline
$120
$130

Bb or Eb Upper Joint Tenons
Bb or Eb Bell Tenon
Alto or Bass Clarinet Tenons

$75
$85
$100

$85
$95
$110

$100
$120
$130

ABS
$130
$120

Hard Rock Maple
$140

Bassoon Bass Joint Tenon (to boot or to bell)
Bassoon Wing Joint Tenon (to boot)

Rebuild broken bass clarinet neck receiver on Vito or Bundy bass clarinet: $200
Sleeve inside of bass clarinet neck socket (to eliminate neck rocking): $120

Socket Rebuilding
ABS
Oboe
$150
Bb Clarinet
$100
Eb Clarinet
$120
Alto or Bass Clarinet
$170
Selmer, Buffet, or Leblanc Bass Clarinet to low C
Vito Contra Alto or Contra Bass Clarinet

Blackwood
$160
$130
$140
$190
$400

Greenline
$180
$150
$250

*Please send in for estimate

Tone Hole Replacement
Insert replacement ABS or Blackwood, regular or raised, on any instrument: $40
Cap installed onto worn, filed off, or damaged saxophone tone hole: $70

Tenon Sleeves and Tenon Caps
ABS
Install sleeve onto worn or chipped tenon on any woodwind instrument:
$65
Install metal tenon cap onto most woodwind instruments: $60
Clarinet barrels shortened to specifications: $30
(Custom clarinet barrels can be made and tuned to fit any clarinet)

Blackwood
$70

*Prices listed for tenon and sleeve repairs include re-corking tenon*
*Grenadilla wood is referred to as blackwood*
*Hard rubber rod or ABS will be utilized as job requires*

If you do not see a job listed that you need performed, call us.
If it's broken, cracked, or damaged, we can probably repair it!
*Prices subject to change without notice
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Woodwind Instrument Crack Repair
Crack repair remains an inexact science and no repair can be 100% guaranteed to have absolute longevity.
Our methods of crack repair have evolved through many years of repair cracks on countless instruments and have a
proven history of success.
Our method of refinishing the affected area of the crack is virtually invisible.
Repair crack and refinish affected area: $10 per pin (average crack requires 2-3 pins per inch)
Repair crack through Oboe or English Horn crown: $50 (ABS or Blackwood)
**Any woodwind tone hole with a crack running through it must be replaced/capped with an insert to insure any
reasonable expectation of success and/or longevity in repair the crack**
Graphite Banding
We do not recommend any form of metal banding. We will perform graphite banding on any woodwind socket that is
cracked, but not yet broken out.
In many situations, a socket replacement is the advisable solution.
We do not advise graphite banding for the repair of upper joint cracks.
Graphite Band: $40 each

Special requests for expedited service are honored whenever possible: please contact us before sending the job,
and clearly mark “HOT RUSH” on the box

Quoted prices DO NOT include the cost of return shipping or insurance!
We utilized our large stock of seasoned grenadilla wood on all related repairs

We appreciate your business and the opportunity to be of continuing service to you. We take pride in our work and
strive to restore your instruments to factory specification to the greatest extent possible.

Repair performed by:

Date:

Meridian Winds
2807 Jolly Road, Suite 300
Okemos, MI 48864
Phone: 517-339-7333
Fax: 517-339-3171
bandrepair@comcast.net
www.meridianwinds.com
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